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NASA CR- 1449 47-- 1
A COMPILATION OF SPACECRAFT LOADS DATA
FROM
FOUR TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE FLIGHTS
VOLUME IV
TITAN STAGE 1 AND CENTAUR FIRST BURN OSCILLATIONS
January 1977
ABSTRACT
The payloads carried by the first four Titan Centaur Launch Vehicle Flights
were, a Viking Spacecraft Dynamic Simulator, the Helios-1 spacecraft and
the two Viking Spacecraft. Dynamic loads data was accumulated by the
NASA Viking Projeci. Office from these four flights for application to the
Viking Spacecraft. This report contains a compilation of that data and
is presented for reference and information. The data has been compiled
into the following five volumes:
Volume I -	 Acoustic Data - NASA CR-144944
Volume II - Vibration Power Spectral Density Data - NASA CR-144945
Volume III - Shock Spectra of Transients	 - NASA CR- 144940
Volume IV - Titan Stage I and Centaur Burn Oscillation- NASA CR-144947
Volume V -	 Time History Plots - NASA CR-144948
i
VOLUME IV
TITAN STAGE 1 AND CENTAUR FIRST BURN OSCILLATIONS
Contents Figure Nos. Page
Summary PSD Plots	 0.1 - 0.10 0.1	 -	 0.10
1 ^^
1.	 TC-1 Data	 1. 1 - 1. 13b 1.1	 -	 1.30
2.	 TC-4 Data	 2.1 - 2.55b 2.1	 -	 2.113
3.	 TC-3 Data	 3.1 - 3.63b 3.1	 -	 3.130
Notations Used in Volume IV
Bus - Major structural assembly of Viking Orbiter - See Figure 3.1,
page 2. 6
Max Q - Period of launch flight of maximum d ynamic pressure.
PFLA - Proof Flight Lander Adapter; a ruggidized version of the
Viking VLCA
POGO - Longitudinal oscillations during Titan Stage l Burn involving
propulsion system and structural system coupling
PSD - Power spectral density, vibration, g2/Hertz
VDS - Viking Dynamic Simulator, TC-1 payload
VLC - Viking Lander Capsule
VLCA - Viking Lander Capsule Adapter
VO - Viking Orbiter
VS/C - Viking Spacecraft
V-S/C-A -	 Viking Spacecraft A.iapter
TC-1 - The Titan Cen-.aur Launch Vehicle Number 1
TC-2 - The Tita;-i Centaur Launch Vehicle Number 2, Helios Spacecraft
Notations Used :r_ Volume IV (continued)
TC-3 -	 The Titan Centaur Launch Vehicle NL tuber 3, Second
Viking Spacecraft Launch




XDDL =	 X acceleration of Ladder c. g.
YDDL =	 Y acceleration of Lander c. g.
ZDDL =	 Z acceleration of Lander c. g. 	 1
ZDDB =	 Z acceleration at the base of the Lander Adapter
NASA CR 14.1947
Description of Contents: Summary Data from Titan Stage 1 Burn and Centaur
First Burn Oscillation
This volume presents Power Spectral Density (PSD) analyses and associated
time history plots from TC-1, TC-4 and TC-3 during two periods of flight
where oscillatory motions are wont to occur. The TC-1 data is of the
period of maximum POGO amplitude. The TC;-4 and TC-3 data is of
several periods of time during Stage 1 burn and Centaur Main Engine
first burn. The data is presented to provide a measure of amplitudes and
frequency content of oscillations during these periods of flight.
The summary data, presented for the two Viking flights only, are envelopes
of longitudinal oscillations during Titan Stage 1 Burn and lateral oscillations
during Centaur Burn. Each gives the maximum PSD levels and frequency
content for oscillation at the Viking Lander center of gravity. Longitudinal
oscillations during the Titan Stage 1 Burn at the base of the Lander Adapter are
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TITAN STAGE 1 AND CENTAUR FIIIST BURN OSCILLATIONS
Section	 1
TC-1 TITAN CENTAUR PROOF FLIGHT DATA
(VIKING DYNAMIC SIMULA TOR)
1I Launch Data	 February 1G, 1974
Contents Pale
Description of Contents 1.2
Table 1. 1 VDS Measurements List 1.3
Table 1.2 Measurement Correspondence 1.4
TC-1 to TC-4 & 3
Figures
1.1 Instrument Location 1.5
1.2a-1. 7b PSD's of Forces & Moments at the Base 1.6-1-17
i
of the Lander Adapter




IDescription of Contents - Section 1: TC-1 Flight Data, Stage
x
Longitudinal Oscillations
•	 This section presents time histories and PSD's of forces and moments
at the base of the Proof Flight Lander Adapter (PFLA) and of accelerations
of the Lander e.g. The data was obtained through transformation of the
strain measurements on the PFLA assuming a rigid lander. These data
were generated in a practice exercise in preparation for the Viking flights.
Additional data and its exposition is presented in Reference 1.
The data presented here is for the two second period of maximum
acceleration amplitude of the POGO oscillation. This time was front
13:51:58 to 13:52:00 GMT or T+236. 4 to T+238. 4 from Stage 0 Ignition
or T+121. 3 to T+123. 3 from Stage 1 Ignition.
Parameters for Which PSD Analvsis is Presented
Parameter Description
FX Forces and moments at the base of the Lander





X Lander c. g. accelerations obtained from
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	 Table 1. 1	 \IDS MEASUREMENT LIST 	 CENTAUR FNVFM #2




















4 CY215-S V-S/C-A Axial Load 59%i 25331 lbe ( —
I
Transducer
5 CY208 -b VODS Sprung Mass Z-Axis 200,0 10.01 g's —
Accelerometer
6 CY207-0 VODS Bus X-Axis 5017. 10.00 g's I —
Accelerometer I
7 CY206-0 VODS Bus Y-Axis !0%. 9. 99 g's
Accelerometer
8 CY205-O VODS Bus Y-Axis 505'. 10.01 g's 45	 I	 90
Accelerometer
9 CY204 VODS Bus Z-Axis 50% 20.00 g's 200	 138
I
Accelerometer
10 CY203-4 VODS Bus Z-Axis 50% 19.98 g's 180
	 162
i Accelerometer
11 CYZ02-b VODS Bus Z-Axis 50%7 20.00 g's 160	 —
I
Accelerometer




CY213-S PFLA Truss Axial Load, 61.0% 27192 lbs 145	 I	 —
i Member 203




15 j CY211-S PFLA Truss Axial Load, 59.2% 26636 lbs 137
Member 205 I
16 CY210-S PFLA Truss Axial Load, 60. 1 1'76 27175 lbs 135	 —^
Member Z06
17 C-1'209-S PFLA Truss Axial Load, 61.6% 27319 lbs 134	 ---
Member 201 l
18 CYZO1-b Piezoelectric Accelerom- 501;0 40.0 g's 133	 2100
• eter, Z-Axis i
19 I CYZ17-Y Acoustic Microphone 50°%• 150.0 dB - —	
I	 2800
F
CENTAUR F1'I/FNI #1	 2208.5 \iHz
19	 i CA886Y	 kcoustic 1icrophone	 50%	 150.0 db	 I	 ---
_ wd Equip Comp
	 I
y4
1	 A. Filter set used with 1024 sps digitization rate. Design for minimum
phase error (below 40 I-iz) between chant., Is 9 through 18.




Table 1.2 MEASUREMENTS CORRESPONDENCE
VIKING SPACECRAFT TO VDS
































CY1830 CY1840 CY2040 — CY2030
CY189S CY188S CY210S, CY209S
-- -- --ly +X
—	 — --^ +X
CY190S CY187S CY211S CY214S
CY191S CY186S CY212S CY213S^l
CY1850 CY2020












VIKING LANDER DYNAMIC SIMULATOR(VLDS)












	 VIKING ORBITER DYNAMIC
I
lll 	 /^^	 //	 SIMULATOR NODS)









^-- CENTAUR TRUSS AOAFTER
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